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CRUISES

KOMODO

BREATHTAKING SIGHTS

Komodo National Park was declared a World Natural Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1991. The National Park includes

the three larger islands of Komodo, Rinca and Padar, as well as numerous smaller islands.

The dive spots around Komodo offer unbelievable variety. One day you can admire rare critters creatures in the

morning and in the afternoon drift along with giant mantas and schools of big-eye jacks. There are patch reefs,

bommies (pinnacles), sheer walls, and shallow coral gardens to be explored. There are more than 1000 fish species,

260 species of corals, 70 different sponge species, 17 species of whales and dolphins and at least 2 different kinds of

sea turtles living in the waters of Komodo National Park.

Pindito never has a set itinerary. We plan our trips and water activities based on weather, tides and currents. From

our expertise and experience, we know the ideal sea conditions for all the best and famous sites and when to dive

them. And of course we have the not so famous, and even secret, equally spectacular sites that only a few of us

know about.

DISCOVER THE RICHEST MARINE WORLD
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SEE MORE OF KOMODO

Immerse yourself in the wonders of the legendary archipelago

VIEW GALLERY

CLICK ON THE MARKS TO SEE
FREQUENTLY VISITED STOP OVERS

SALEH BAY & MOYO
A new addition to our route stop overs the bay of Saleh is a huge bay just south east of the island of Moyo. Depending on

where the beginning of the trip starts it is almost always possible to move the ship into this bay for a day and see the

traditional fishing boats the locals call ‘Bagan’. Wake up before sunrise and take a view of the dark scenery out on the deck

and watch as many of these local fishing boats attach anchovies and krill into their nets. By attracting them with lights the

ships look like intensely shimmering stars right on the horizon where sky meets the sea. Once sunrise comes the

fishermen bring up the nets and sort their catch for the day, and here is the important part; The locals and the whale

sharks in the area have formed a symbiotic relationship with each other, as the whale sharks come up and feed on the

fisherman catch that spill over when hauling in their nets. This then will be our chance to take you snorkelling with a few

whale sharks.

BOOK YOUR UNFORGETTABLE
ADVENTURE NOW!

with the

ENQUIRE NOW!

OUR NEXT CRUISES

10 JUN

11 NIGHTS
Komodo

4 12 Spots available

5990 US$
per Person

VIEW DETAILS

29 JUL

11 NIGHTS
Komodo

16 Spots on request

5990 US$
per Person

VIEW DETAILS

12 AUG

11 NIGHTS
Komodo

16 Spots available

5990 US$
per Person

VIEW DETAILS
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